Azure Architectural review

Improve your Azure Architecture through a detailed review
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Complex Azure Architectures may hide weak points

We often face less-than-optimal design patterns and configurations when we approach a new customer who already has an Azure footprint.

Our Azure Advisory service can review your current architecture to check if any improvement is available for you.

For several reasons, customers often underestimate the complexities of a cloud architecture while designing their solution, which may lead to a sub-optimal security posture, a poor management experience, or unwanted costs.

An Azure solution should be designed following the Cloud Adoption and Well-architected frameworks guidelines, but this requires a strong knowledge of the Azure platform. We can review your designs and define a remediation plan to improve their efficiency.

An accurate gap analysis depicts the open points in your architectures, and a clear remediation plan helps you in applying the appropriate fixes to them.
Azure Architectural Review

Leverage our Azure Advisory service to improve the quality of your Azure architectures, thanks to the Cloud Adoption Framework and Well-architected Framework guidelines.

1. **ASSESS YOUR ARCHITECTURE**
   Our Advisory Engineer will conduct a review of your current Azure services and configuration.

2. **FIND THE GAP**
   At the end of the review, a gap analysis will expose the open points you should mitigate.

3. **PLAN THE REMEDIATION**
   The review activity will end with a detailed remediation plan, that allows you to apply the needed fixes.
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Leverage the experience of a solid Microsoft Partner to improve the efficiency of your Azure architectures, following Microsoft's Cloud Adoption Framework and Well-architected Framework guidelines.

DISCOVER WEAK POINTS
The devil is in the details, and an Azure architecture can hide aspects that threaten their efficiency.

A DETAILED OVERVIEW
Our gap analysis can allow you to look at your Azure infrastructure from a different point of view, highlighting aspects you were not aware of.

A CLEAR REMEDIATION PLAN
You’ll obtain a road-map for the eventual remediation. We can support while applying them through additional projects or via our Cloud Operation team.
Improve your Azure Architecture through a detailed review

Call for more information: +390103624703
Ask a question via email: sales@softjam.it
Learn more